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French One Unit Three Review 

 

1. I can react to a statement using one or more words or memorized phrases such 
as: Great; That’s too bad; That’s horrible; OK; so-so.  

 
Is the sentence below written accurately (TRUE or FALSE)? 
 
Je jouer au golf. 
 
Can you correctly write sentences about the activities you do or do not do? 
 
1. I play soccer. ____________________________. 
2. I do biking. ____________________________. 
3. I sing. ____________________________. 
4. I dance. ____________________________. 
5. I do not play piano. ____________________________. 
6. I do not like to do homework. ____________________________. 
 
T ou F Expressions: Do the following expressions match?  
 
Chouette!!! = That’s cool!!! 
 
Can you come up with five or six fun filler words that you have learned this unit? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
 

2. I can understand the difference between a question and a statement.  
 

3. I can understand simple words and phrases about daily activities.  
 
Listen to the short conversation between Philippe and Juliette. Then answer the question that 

follows. 

 

What do we know about Juliette’s Friend? 

 

a. He is Canadian c. He is from Marseille 

b. He is in Marseille 

 

**In this section, you will listen to some short dialogues and answer questions about it. 
Here are some key phrases that if you know, will help you do well. 
 
1. Je suis/Il est de – To be from a place 
2. Une ville – a city 
3. En vacances – on vacation 



4. le cinéma – the movie theater 
5. la maison – the house 
6. jouer aux jeux-vidéos – to play video games 
7. étudier – to study 
8. travailler – to work 
9. voyager – to travel 
 

4. I can recognize words, phrases, and characters with help from visuals (holidays, 
family tree, actions, classroom objects).  

 
Answer the question below based on the activity being described. 

 

 
C’est samedi et la fille a besoin de ranger sa chambre. Elle a mis toutes ses choses sous le lit. 

Oh là là! 

 

How well did the girl clean her room? 

 

a. She put everything under the bed. c. She cleaned it well. 

b. She cleaned it as well as usual. 

 

**In this section you will read other short stories and answer questions. You can practice 
more reading on my website: http://lakeridgeutah.org/french/html/french1readings.php  
 

5. I can say short memorized phrases, parts of poems, and rhymes (recite a 
nursery rhyme, poem, or song). NOT TESTED ON UNIT EXAM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://lakeridgeutah.org/french/html/french1readings.php


6. I can label some familiar things (poster, picture, room).  
 
Select the appropriate question word based on the answer below. 
 
Julie: Quand est-ce que tu invites ta copine au restaurant? 
Marc: vendredi. 
 
a. Why d. What 
b. How e. When 
c. Who f. Where 
 
Look up the following question words and what they mean in French? 
1. Que or Qu’est-ce que 
2. Qui 
3. Avec qui 
4. Pourquoi 
5. Où  
6. Quand 
7. Comment 
8. À quelle heure 
 
Can you tell me what the following activities are in French? Then use it in a sentence. 
 
1. Jouer  to play   i.e. Je joue au tennis. 
2. Manger 
3. Faire 
4. Aller 
5. Aimer 
6. Préférer 
7. Avoir  
8. Être 
9. Courir 
10. Lire 
11. Dormir 
12. Écouter 
13. Nager 
14. Dessiner 
15. Regarder 
 


